The 2nd Annual
Homes For Our Troops
Huntsville Classic
October 1 – 30, 2020

Format: This tournament is an 18-hole two-person scramble that can be played at the course of your choice anytime in
the month of October. Each team will select a tee box based on their flight (see below), from which both players will hit
from for the entire round. Each player will hit their tee shot from that tee box and the team will select the best tee shot.
Both players will then place their ball within one club length of the best tee shot and proceed with each player hitting
the second shot. The team will then select the best shot and repeat the procedure until the ball is in the hole.
Rules of Play:
1. Ball may be moved one club length while keeping in the same condition (i.e. you may not move a ball from the
rough to the fairway, from the bunker to the grass, from the fringe to the green, etc.)
2. Ties will be broken by USGA method. Back 9 total, last 6, last 3
3. Maximum score on each hole is Double Bogey (pick up ball if you do not make Bogey)
4. Each team can purchase a maximum of 4 mulligans to use during the tournament (purchase at registration)
Flights and Tee Rules:
-

Men’s Flight (two male golfers): White Tees
Ladies’ Flight (two female golfers): Red Tees
Co-ed Flight (one male and one female golfer): Red Tees

Scoring: Scoring will be based on the following factors: Gross Score and golf course rating/slope calculation. Indicate the
golf course and tee box in which you are playing from on your scorecard. Record your score for each hole to get your
Gross Score. Net score will be calculated based on your Gross Score, and the course’s slope and rating for the tee box in
which you played from (slope and rating are clearly marked on the scorecard for each set of tees). Scoring Example: If
your team plays Huntsville Country Club and shoots a 62 from the blue tees with a course ranking/slope of 70.3/122,
your Net Score would be 54.31 (see calculation below).
Scoring Formulas:
1. Course Rating/Slope Differential: ((Gross Score – Course Rating) x 113) ÷ Course Slope = Corse Rating/Slope
Differential
2. Net Score: Gross Score + Course Rating/Slope Differential = Net Score
Scoring Example Calculated: ((62-70.3) x 113) ÷ 122 = -7.69 Course Rating/Slope Differential. Then, plug Differential into
the Net Score formula… 62 + (-7.69) = 54.31, giving you a Net Score of 54.31.
Prizes: 1st Place for each Flight, 2nd Place for each Flight, Last Place for each Flight, and one random place finisher will be
drawn from each Flight.

Scorecard Entry Requirements:
Required items to be sent to GOLF@ITSC-SS.com:
1. Picture of score card including:
a. Course name
b. Course location
c. Date of your round
d. Both players’ names
e. Score for each hole
f. Tee box played from each hole
2. Picture of your team in front of sign at chosen golf course
3. Approval/disapproval of posting photos on social media sites

Thank you for playing!

